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Kamarsilver.com - A Lasting Impression with Affordable Jewelry

Add a fashion jewelry to your collection. An 18k gold plated ring with different colored CZ stone makes a
wonder ring design. Even though everyone has a different taste for jewelry. Especially, a unique taste for
fashion jewelry.

Dec. 24, 2009 - PRLog -- Add a fashion jewelry to your collection. An 18k gold plated ring with different
colored CZ stone makes a wonder ring design. Even though everyone has a different taste for jewelry.
Especially, a unique taste for fashion jewelry. A fashion jewelry can be in Costume Jewelry such as
Costume Shell Bracelet, Costume Jewelry, 18k Gold Plated Bracelet, 18k Gold Tone Earring, Art Glass
Collections, Costume Bangle, Costume Fashion Pendant, Costume Pendant, Costume Bangle, Costume
Pendant and also a Costume Rings.

While Kamarsilver.com also has a collection of fashion jewelry in earrings, pendant, leather bracelet,
bangle, necklace, mood ring bands and also a collection of natural sea shell necklace.

The type of jewelry a person wears, defines their personality! The best place to buy a fashion jewelry is at
Kamarsilver.com

With the economy over the past year, many people will consider to buy a jewelry twice. Due to, having a
pull to save the money and not buy a jewelry. We have a good news that you can shop for jewelry in an
affordable range and at a fine quality with Kamarsilver.com

Kamarsilver.com is a jewelry specialist in creating affordable pieces which looks like a very top tier
jewelry. We create an affordable jewelry such as designer inspired jewelry, high end jewelry, semi -
precious jewelry and precious jewelry.

Our jewelry is not only an everyday assortment of these collection but we also have jewelry inspired by the
pieces and designs that are showing up on the fashion runways around the world.

Our designer gold plated sterling silver jewelry is a class for a lasting impression. When this jewelry is
gifted it is symbolizes how much a person cares. Our Gold Plated Fashion Jewelry Ring weighs 2.10 grams.
Our 18k Gold Plated Tone weighs 8.50 grams with 7 inches of size with a gem type of white CZ.

As for precious or a semi precious jewelry the shine of the metal and sparkle of any gemstone is a well
deserved gift to anyone worldwide. Kamarsilver.com has a 925 Sterling Silver with Real Stone and
Marcasite Jewelry Set .

Our lasting impression with affordable jewelry is a reminder to the wearer of how special a person is.
Essentially, there isn't any better gift than our jewelry.

For further information.
http://www.kamarsilver.com
Shop 112, Supper Star Jewelry Outlet
1175 Charonekrung Road Bangrak, Bangkok 10500
Thailand
Mail to : shankar@kamarsilver.com
Toll Free : 17862313789
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Kamarsilver.com is a jewelry specialist in creating affordable pieces which looks like a very top tier
jewelry. We create an affordable jewelry such as designer inspired jewelry, high end jewelry, semi -
precious jewelry and precious jewelry.

--- End ---
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Country Thailand
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